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That phones are must in our times is a bygone conclusion that no one can deny. However when it
comes to choosing one between home phone and cell phone there are numerous advantages and
disadvantages that need serious consideration. Cell phones have convenience, you can move
around with it anywhere you please, but along come the harm it can do to your body, especially the
harm from radiation. At first it may appear that this alone is good reason to use them, but if you are
a little prudent then using them a little prudently will help maintain better health for you. Wire line,
sometimes referred to as FiOS digital Voice phone is a better bet if you take a holistic view.

One of the prime reasons why land phones are preferable over the cell is that they are more reliable
and are not bound by the vagaries of weather conditions. Cell phone voice quality is generally of a
poorer quality than home phones and that is because they depend upon radio waves, a network of
towers and in some cases satellite transmission, all of which are prone to disturbances from
atmosphere. Besides remedying them unlike in home phones is a time intensive task. Poor quality
often means you have to strain your ear when listening and raising your voice to levels that can
have an adverse effect on your throat.

Phones need to be reliable especially if you have an emergency situation on your hand. That cell
phones can help transmit messages is not denied, but the problem is with the quality of
transmission. Should you be in the middle of a devastating storm or be in the vicinity of huge hills,
chances are that the quality of transmission may be so poor that communicating can be a
nightmare. In addition there is always a possibility of losing contact with the nearest tower is a
distinct possibility. Home phones on the contrary seldom fall victims to weather conditions are
getting delinked often.

Another important factor you need to consider is the comfort. They are much easier to cradle
between your ears and the shoulder and carry on with the chores even as you attend speak to
someone. Besides, the larger keys and displays prove to be a great advantage for the old and
invalid. If you work in the kitchen remember that cell phones can even ignite highly inflammable
gases like Liquefied Petroleum Gas. If you are in doubt ask any gas station worker and he will
vouch for it. Just imagine what it did be like you unwitting struck a fire at gas station when you take
a call with your cell phone.

Your conversation and data on cell phones are not secure if you are using cell phones. They are the
easiest to intercept, and that the hackers need to do is put together some special equipment and
start listening to your conversation. Home phones on the other hand are extremely difficult to bug.
That is because, to bug them one need to intervene physically and install devices; not something
that a casual person would like to do. And what is more is that if at all they are done they can be
detected very easily.

Home digital voice phones are all also less expensive compared to a cell phone, and to top it there
is no possibility of losing them either. Most often service provide the equipment free of cost, allow
unlimited local free calls within the US and sometimes to Canada as well, and they can be attached
to intercoms within the house. You can even get multiple lines with a single number, not to say
about umpteen numbers of special features that come with digital home phones.
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